These were critical commonplaces of the period. The con.,.temporary reader of Jane Austen's: novel would recognize at once the critical distinctions between "art" and "nature" involved and would concur; perhaps, in extending the palm not to Mary's artful yet unpleasing rendition' but to Elizabeth's ((natural" singing despite its obvious failures in the "art" of voice cultivation. On the other hand, however, although Jane Austen's partiality for Elizabeth's vivid style is obvious, it would be a serious mistake to conclude that it was possible for either Jane Austen or her period to deprecate "art" altogether. Nothing could be further from the truth of eighteenth-century aesthetic standirds, generally speaking. The whole point of the art-nature antithesis was that it was usable as a basis for erecting _an apparatus for the critical analysis of painting, literature, and the fine arts, which by manipulation of the two contraries, Hart" and "nature," found excellence in a just mixture of these two opposing qualities. In this kind of analysis, faults were identified with excesses in any one extreme or exclusive emphasis on one extreme of style. The ratlonalistic temper of the period required that excellence be found in a mean between two extremes. 4 Only those ·readers persuaded by the false classie-romantic dichotomy embalmed in the simpler sort of literary text-books. will find in Jane Austen's relative partiality for Elizabeth an absolute condemnation of Mary's "art." As a matter of fact, those who read the novel in this rigid manner will fail to see that by a kind of calculated ambiguity, Jane Austen has purposely set up in the singing scene two alternative possibilities of interpretation: i.e., Elizabeth's «naturalness, is either praiseworthy or to · be ~o~demned. Before the novel's end, it will become apparent that, one alternative removed, the remaining alternative :fixes the conception of Elizabeth's character and attitudes. 5 The contrast between Elizabeth's "natural" and Mary's "artful" rendition is soon extended, as anyone can expect who is even moderately well read in eighteenth-century aesthetic discussion, tp involve a second set of terms, held in essential opposition: "reason" and "feeling." Thus Mary comments on Elizabeth's decision to walk the three miles to the Bingley home in order to investigate Jane's illness: "I admire the activity of your benevolence, ... but every impulse of feeling should be guided by reason; and, in my opinion, exertion should always be in proportion to what is · 4Cf. the brilliant article, from which I have quoted practically verbatim, by R. S. Crane, "English Criticism: Neo-classicism," in Dictionary of World Literatur9, ed. by Joseph T. Shipley (New York, 1943) ; Crane also quotes appositely from an eighteenthcentury source: "The same just moderation must be observed in regard to ornaments; nothing will contribute more to destroy repose than profusion. . . . On the other hand, a work without ornament, instead of simplicity, to which it makes pretensions, has rather th~ appearance of poverty." (P. 198.) 6Cf. Reuben A. Brower, "The Controlling Hand: ' Jane Austen and Pride and Prejudice" (Scrutiny, XIII, 1945, 99-111) ; Brower calls atterition to this device of calculated ambiguity although he does not deal with the music episode. required." 6 Art and reason are the terms on one side of the antithesis; nature and benevolence are the terms on the other side. The contextual shift along the line from "art" (a literary norm) to "reason" (an ethical ·norm) is readily recognizable as a commonplace in the neo-classical ideacomplex. From Shaftesbury onwards, taste in art had almost invariably been conceived as a species of virtue. No not~on was 'more characteristic of English neo-classicism than the idea that taste in the fine arts is an ally of morals. The eighte~nth century believed that both the feeling for beauty and the prizing of what is decent and proper, perfect the character of the gentleman. As Alexander Gerard expressed it in his Essay on Taste: "A man of nice taste will have a stonger abhorrence of vice and a keener relish for virtue, in any given situation, than a per.son of dull organs can have in the same circumstances ." 7 Because of the contextual shift or correlation of art with morals, Elizabeth's emotionalism is to be -seen as the correlative of her artless singing. Furthermore, her indecorous behaviour, although clearly motivated by a warm devotion to her sick sister, Jane, also suggests, nevertheless, possibilities of censure, in that the century saw moral excellence · as action conforming, as does good art, to a universal criterion of the mean between two extremes. In other words, Elizabeth's emotionalism is not only correlative to her natural style of singing but by calculated ambigui~y is purposely presented in the novel in such a way as to suggest possibilities -of both praise and censure. By means of this artistic device, the novel's end is practic~lly dictated: that is, the period's rationalistic quest of the mean between two extremes requires that the probabilities for the heroine's behaviour be set up between two alternatives, neither of which' is acceptable alone; the rejection of one alternative makes spectacularly clear to the heroine (and the reader) that the solution lies not in the remaining alternative but in a just moderation between the two. In a third passage, the bi-polar terms "art" and "nature" reveal yet an,other tension in the neo-classical idea-complex, between "originality, (inspiration, spontaneity, singularity, enthusiasm, excess, the untutored genius-these· are all synonymous in current critical. usage) and. the opposite of originality, the "rules" (regularity, uniformity, propriety, bon sens, the· appeal to precedent and the example of Greek and Roman antiquity, the disciplined artist-these are all synonyms in the eighteenth-century vocabulary of criticism). The te~sion is brought to light in Mary's comment on Collins' letter: "In point of composition, ... , his letter does not seem defective. -The idea of the olive branch perhaps is not wholly new, yet I think it is well expressed.'' 8 . Mary's measured praise of Collins' epistolary style is in accord with Pope's dictum, achap. vn, 32. True wit is Nature to advantage dress'd What oft was. thought, but ne'er so well express'd, as only one expression out of many of the period's critical viewpoint towards "originality." Jane Austen's contemporary readers, simply because their values were the same as Jane Austen's, did not need to be reminded, as does the modern reader, either of the critical distinction between the term "originality" and its antithetical correlative u. uniformity~" or that these concepts were transvaluations of the basic antithesis between "art" and "nature." In the pattern, Mary is the symbol of art, reason, uniformity while Elizabeth is the sym' bol of nature, benevolence, originality.
The subject of letter-writing, in a fourth passage, causes a shift a second time in the narrative from art and nature, conceived unilaterally in their aesthetic application, to the question of a universal standard of excellence co.rnJ.non to .art and morals alike. Darcy is composing a letter and Miss Bingley, whose game it is-to detract from Elizabeth's charm, monopolizes the conversation. In this sequence, Miss Bingley is twitting Darcy on his slow, laborious writing. In verbal· parry and thrust, the information is elicited that Bingley, by contrast, is a rapid writer: aMy ideas flow so rapidly that I have not time to express them; by which means my letters sometimes convey no ideas at all to my correspondents." 9 Elizabeth, who is only too eager to humble Darcy's pride-if she can:__takes the occasion to · praise -Bingley's modesty 1n confessing his epistolary faults. Darcy, however, is not prone to accept her judgment, and he even condemns such modesty as a kind of hypocrisy. As the banter grows, it becomes clear that Darcy reproves "precipitance" (it is his own word) in letter-writing and in social conduct. The tie of friendship between Bingley and himself notwithstanding, there is no point, Darcy is saying, in shrinking from condemning Bingley's epistolary deficiencies. Darcy is offended by Bingley's epistolary improprieties as if they were mor~l misdemeanqrsthis, of course, is possible only because the period correlated art w1th morals. In addition, Darcy is arguing tltat Elizabeth is compounding the original error in seeking exculpation in friendship. Darcy's overbearing manner may be reprehensible, and before the novel's end he too will approach -the mean and allow for the ties of friendship; but because of the century's rationalistic "religion," there is in his reprimand of Elizabeth and Bingley more of a defence of the universe's rational aims and goals than there is a defence of a pu~ely literary standard. Propriety for Darcy is universal and immutable, imbedded· in the rational scheme of things, or is, rather, the means of achieving life's rational ends.
Two additional passages, concentrating on Elizabeth's predilection for the artless, also reveal a background of eighteenth-century aesthetic discussion. One concerns the merits in landscape gardening as between the French trimmed garden and the English wild, natural garden, and the second, Longinus' theory of the "sublime." Mrs. Gardiner's invitation to Elizabeth to visit the Lake-country arouses Elizabeth's anticipations of pleasure in the sublimity of rocks and mountains: "What are men to rocks arid . mountains? Oh, what hours of transport we shall .spend !, 10 In the second passage, Elizabeth's visit to Pemberley, Darcy's family seat, opens to her enraptured eyes the beauty of Pemberley's . natural landscaping. Jt was "without any artificial appearance. Its banks were neither formal nor falsely adorned. Elizabeth was delighted. She had never seen a place for which nature had . done more, or where natural beauty had been so little counteracted by an awkward taste."
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In neither of these passages is the doctrine of ((nature" extended to morals, but to the period, as we· have seen, "nature" was simultaneously an aesthetic and ethical norm. "Transport," in particular, is a key word in the period to a protracted discussion of Longinus' theory of the "sublime." The transport afforded by rocks and mountains illustrates the interest in beau desordre, created by a shift within the neo-classical thought-complex away from a doctrine of uniform nature, regular and orderly, toward a doctrine which saw excellence in irregularity; the concomitant shift was from reaso"n to emotion, from a rational deistic religion to a religion of "enthusiasm." In other words, both ethical and aesthetic criteria were involved in the discussion of «art" an·d "nature." 12 These are the passages on art criticism which Pride and Prejudice yields to the attentive reader. However, as we have. already seen, it is a quite dubious procedure which would attempt to estabiish a partiality. on Jane Austen's part for any one of the critical ideas which the novel expresses. Critical ideas introduced within the context of a novel are not at all the same as critical ide~s expressed in a formal treatise on the subject. At any rate, even if we waive the objection,_ the search for typical eighteenth-century critical ideas in Pride and Prejudice would nevertheless tend to miss the whole point, which can be expressed in the following way: in both great and small plots, the novel intends to invoke the same thoughts and attitudes , about the antithesis of a,rt and nature. The concentration, in fact, in the lOChap. XXVII, 163. llChap. XLIII, 253. For discussion of the eighteenth-century vogue in gardening and the critical principles invoked, see B. S. Allen, Tides in EnglislJ Taste (2 vols.; Cambridge, Mass., 1937) . 12 The basic studies of the entire question, in addition to Professor Crane's excellent condensation already referred to, ~re by Arthur 0. Lovejoy : "The Parallel of Deism and Classicism': (Modern Philology, XXIX, 1932, 281-99) ; "Optimism and Romanticism" (PMLA, XLII, 1927, 921-45) ; " 'Nature' as an Aesthetic Norm" (Mod~rn Language Notes, 1927, 444-50) . For a discussion of the interest in the beau de.sordre of mountains see Claire Engel; La Litterature a!pestre en France et en Angletcrre (Chambery, 1930) ; however for strictures on Mile Engel's over-simplification of the ~ultivocality of the term "nature," precisely the question raised by Jane Austen's Pride and P~ejudice, see the book reviewed in Philological !! (,uarterly, XI, 1930, 175-7 . For a typical statement, correlating taste and the moral sense, see Shaftesbury~ Characteri.stics, ed. by J. M.
_Robertson (Londory, 1900), I, 262. small plot on singing, letter-writing, the enjoyment of mountainous sublimity, the appreciation of gardening, carries -out Jane Austen's _carefully premeditated plan for increasing the availability of the art-nature antithesis for the love plot or basic situation of the novel. In other words, the artnature antithesis is abstracted .into a symbolism adequate_ to cover the adventures and misadventures which keep Elizabeth and Darcy apart in mutual repulsion at the beginning of the tale and bring them together at the end. Instead, therefore, of selecting passages by an eclectic method in the interest of a systematic exposition of Jane Austen's views on art, the passages ought to be chosen by a formal method, treating the book as an art form with its own laws of development, in the interest of establishing the mutual appropriateness of the art-nature antithesis to the probapilities for action set up in the characters, who are arranged along a scale from one extreme of behaviour suggested by the terms art and reason to the extreme at the opposite end of the scale suggested by the terms nature and emotion.
The purpose of this essay, therefore, is first to establish the art-nature antithesis as the ground of the -book's action and its mode of organization and, second, to show that the doctrine of art and reason is extended to morals, to include, in particular, a concept of class relationships. Darcy's pride of class is persistently misunderstood by Elizabeth and what she must learn is that his pride-under proper limitations-is appropriate and a proper human trait. Contrariwise, Darcy must learn that Elizabeth's prejudice for dealing with humans qua humans, irrespective of class, isagain under proper limitations-appropriate and an admirable human trait. Thus between the problem posed in ~he initial scenes of the novel and its resolution at the book's end is a dialectic which separates the two leading characters in the beginning and joins them at the end in a mean between the two extremes which each.respectively represents. Jane Austen has a host of admirers, but it $eems merely idle to praise her perfection of for~ without being able to indicate in .specific ways hqw the perfection is achieved. The governing idea of Pride and Prejudice is the art-nature antithesis; the perfection of form is achieved through relating each character ·and incident to the basic art-:-nature dialectic. A concentration on the art-rlature contrast at the book's beginning in the sequence describing Mary's art and Elizabeth's artlessness prepares the reader to recognize that it is precisely the same dialectic between whose ebb and .flow Elizabeth and Darcy, in their conflicting attitudes towards class relationships, gyrate. Tracing the art-nature dialectic will give clearer meaning to Pride and Prejudice and will show how completely dedicated Jane Austen was to the art of fiction.
II
The ethical expression of the art-nature opposition which governs the novel appears in an antithesis between primitivism and society. The reader of Jane Austen's novel should recall that because of a vogue in the eighteenth century of primitivistic discussion, the term ((nature" had also established itself as one item of an antithesis on another level between the "arts" 0 0
(man-made) and that which is in "nature" (God-made); the antithesis could be use9, to indicate whether civilization was progressing froni-the primitive state of nature because of man's progress in ·the arts, manufactures, organized government, and private property; or, conversely, whether ci:viEzation was retrograding because the arts, manufactures, government, and private property represented a perversion of nature. Elizabeth's prejudice toward Darcy's pride of class, her insistence on dealing with humans qua ·humans (naturally, that is) express the ideas at the primitivistic pole of the antithesis; Darcy is the spokesman for civilization, man-:-made and not in "nature," especially as he speaks in terms of a theory of class stratification. Elizabeth represents "man-in-nature/' the earlier felicity and joy existing in the class-less, government-less, property-less conditions surrounding men in the Garden of Eden before the Fall. Darcy represents the consequences of the fall of man, the arts of society and government necessary to restrain the wickedness and greed of men resulting from their fall from the bliss of Eden. In Darcy culminates a centuries-old tradition, carefully nurtured by Christian thinkers throughout the medieval period and carried down to modern times without significant change. Aristotle held that government was natural to men 13 but the idea was suppressed in Christian thought by the doctrine of the Fall. Interpreting the Fall, the Christian th-inkers held that the nature of men was irrevocably altered. Consequently they argued that although government and private property did not exist in nature, still they are not in contradiction to natural law. Fleeing from the state of nature for the sake of protection from each other's wickedness, men constituted government in a mutual pact to save their lives. Similarly, in order to restrain greed it was decided to institute private property, since each man would protect what was his own and each would fear to rob another because of fear of the consequences. St. Thomas Aquinas states the official position:
Community of goods is ascribed to the natural law, not that the naturallaw dictates that all things should be possessed in common> and that nothing should be poss. essed as one•s own; but because the division of possessions is not according to the natural law, but rather arose from human agreement which belongs to positive law> as stated above. Hence the ownership of possessions is not contrary to the natural law but an addition thereto devised by human reason. 14 In the thought of St. Augustine, the analysis rests on a distinction between absolute and relative righteousness. Absolute righteousness has ~wallowed up all sin-it is total. Relative righteousness, however, is adjusted to the defect of sin. Thus St. Augustine recognizes government and property, things condemned from the absolute point of view, because, from the relative point . of view, they have elements of good in them. Property is not· "quod postulat ordo creaturam" but' it is uquod exigit mentum peccatorum." God · willed the sta~e and. property "propter remedium pecca to rum. " 15 Pax, ordo, societas-the words reverberate throughout Christian ethical thought. ccordo, explains righteousness as consisting in the performance of allotted tasks or delegated functions as a direct corollary of the principle of private property; hence, the theory of social stratification. Society consists of a hierarchy of classes, each of which has its sociaLmission, social destiny, social intelligence, inclusive of all those within the class, exclusive · of all others who have in turn their own social missions, social destinies, etc. No one class is more important than another. Each is equally acceptable to God. Together, all the classes contribute to the social good·, Social stratification is implied in the rational order of the universe. The formal principle of man is his rationality; virtue, therefore, is action conformable .to reason. Thus for each individual, action should conform to his social class with due respect to classes above and below him in the social ladder.
It follows, consequently, that social superiority is not an arrogant right and a demand that the lower classes serve the upper servilely. It means, rather, that there are reciprocal bonds of rights and duties binding the classes. Only by discharging one's class duties can one's class rights be requested in return. The locus classicus of this doctrine of class, in English literature at least, is the compact entered into by Piers Plowman and the Knight in the medieval social allegory, Piers Plowman. Piers will till the :fields for the Knight~field labour is his allotted task; but, in return, the Knight must protect him from robbers and feed him in famine years fromthe manorial granary-protection and care are the Knight's allotted tasks.
John of Salisbury, a typical medieval theorist, states the theory of reciprocal rights · and duties: · For inferiors owe it to their superiors to provide them with service, just as the superiors in their turn owe it to their inferiors to provide them with all things needful for their protection and succor. . . . Then and then only will the health of the commonwealth be sound and flourishing when the higher members shield the lower, and the lower respond faithfully and fully in like measure to the just demands of their superiors, so that each and all are as it were members one of another by a sort of reciprocity. 10
In countless sermons and moralistic works of the eighteenth century, the doctrine of social stra~ification was widely disseminated.
III
We are now at the heart of the Elizabe.th-Darcy problem. The issues ·are clear: (1) A tension is created between the conceptions of man-in-nature and man-in-society; the first deals with humans qua humans, the second deals with humans as the ''are' of society directs their activities. (2) Pride in class is a proper and justifiable human trait; superiority, so f3;r from being a usurped right, is actually a heavy burden of duties which one assumes; the essential meaning of noblesse oblige is this willingness to serve.
(3) Since no class exists for ·itself but is bound by reciprocated rights and duties to classes above and below, social non-compliance is represented either in improper respect for classes above or in delinquency in duty to classes below. (4) The system embodies the. univ~rsal criterion of the mean between the two extremes; the individual's . worth qua individual is adjusted to his worth as a member of a social class, whatever his class may be;-a dialectic separates the natural rrian from man as the art of society has created him; nature and art are the juxtaposed terms. Considering the dialectic which separates the two terms, it is instructive to observe how-the great Renaissance rationalist, Bishop Hooker, formulated the problem. He pointed out that individuals who are perfectly. exemplary are not necessarily the same considered as members of society: "It is both commonly said, and truly, that the best men otherwise are not always the ·best in regard of society. The reason whereof is, for that the law of men's actions is one, if they be respected only as men; and another, when they are considered as parts' of a public body. Many men there are, than whom nothing is more commendable when they are singled; and yet in society with others none less fit to answer the duties which are looked for at their hands." 17 .
. Since it is Darcy who capitulates first and early in the book, the real concern of the author is evidently Elizabeth's quest of the mean between the two extremes of "art" and "nature." It is Elizabeth who must set her emotional house in order and learn to evaluate all that has happened to her in .terms of the mean between the two extremes of the "art" of human relationships and humans in their "natural" associations. In Bishop Hooker's terms, she is an exemplary person as an individual, but she is socially deficient. On the· other hand, Darcy is socially exemplary but is deficient in natural~ess.
In the letter-writing scene, resentful of Darcy's stiff-necked pride, Elizabeth scores a point for herself, although ostensibly she is defending ' Bingley's relaxed epistolary style against Darcy's condemnation of such indecorum. She says: "You appear to me, Mr. Darcy, to allow nothing ·for the influence of friendship and affection." 18 Elizabeth may be right, but she may be wrong also. Darcy scores a point for reason and the "art'~ of human relationships when he replies: "Pride-where there is a real superiority of mind-pride will always be under good regulation." 19 · Pride, he is saying, is a proper human trait; but Elizabeth is scornful. Her preju- di~e for dealing with humans qua humans; irrespective of class standards, . naturally instead of ·artfully, emotionally instead of rationally, has nearly fatal consequences for her in so far as it almost brings her to a marriage with Wickham. Wickham precipitates the main action. In the first place, he raises the crucial problem of reciprocated rights and duties. The question is whether the Darcys, father and son, have been true to their class mission of rewarding a faithful servitor. Slyly but shrewdly, Wickham encourages Elizabeth to believe that the younger Darcy has been remiss in his social duties. The entire incident is revealing· not only of .Wickham's rascality but of Darcy's class idealism and of Elizabeth's failure to consider more sympathetically Darcy's class pride which debars him from expostulating even when he has been seriously libelled.
. The fundamental principle of noblesse oblige is never to complain, never to explain. No gentleman will either complain or explain when his actions are falsely reported. It is beneath Darcy's pride to explain that Wickham had signed away for cash his right to the Darcy patronage. Darcy by his attitude acknowledges the merit of the phrase 1 'honi soit qui mal y pense"-and . it is certainly part of Elizabeth's later humiliation that she mustrecognize her failure to understand Darcy's silence. With perfect con-' ~sistency, Darcy afterwards serves Elizabeth silently and well in the LydiaWickham elopement by removing the financial obstacles in the way of the marriage. On the other hand, Wickham further displays his lack of principles in his loud complaints to Elizabeth.
Elizabeth falls victim to Wickham's strategy only because of her prejudice for dealing with people naturally, irrespective of class. It is characteristic of he-!: that she seeks to measure Darcy for human con:... sistency and she fails for the obvious reason that she is measuring him with the wrong measuring stick. This is brought out in her reply to Wickham that, granting Darcy his pride, his pride alone should have encouraged him , to discharge his class obligation to his former steward: "How strange! ... How abominable! I wonder that the very pride of this Mr. Darcy has not made him just to you! If from no better motive, that he should not have been too proud to be dishonest-for dishonesty I must call it." 20 In a chastened spirit, Elizabeth learns to respect Darcy's pride of class. Her surrender is expressed explicitly in the words which she intends to remove her father's anxiety about her impending marriage with Darcy: "I love him. Indeed he has no improper pride." 21 A complete surrender of either Darcy or Elizabeth to the other would completely falsify the eighteenth century's ideal of moderation and would obscure the basic artnature antithesis. As it is, the partial capitulation of each to the other makes clear that each ·recognizes that every quality has its corresponding ZDChap. XVI, 86. 2lChap . LIX, 390. defect. With a sudden pleasant surprise, .the reader recalls that early in the novel, Jane Austen, with an irony that must have been deliberate, suggests the idea as the premise upon which in the central sequence of the novel -the quest proceeds for the mean between extremes when she has Darcy say: «There is, I believe, in every disposition a tendency to some particular evil, a natural defect> which not even the best. education can overcome."
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The exposure of Wickham's perfidy makes Elizabeth, as she · reflects.,backwards on her wilful m~sunderstanding of Darcy's class idealism, realize her defect of considering p~ople exclusively in their natural relations with corresponding neglect of their opposite qualities arising out of their· -social relations as the arts of government and so.ciety shape them.
It is not intended to suggest that Elizabeth is a doctrinaire revolution-· ary, aiming to level a11 classes. There is not a single statement in _ the novel which can be construed as politically tendentious. On this score alone, the critics are quite right who point out that Jane Austen was totally unaffected by the currents of thought set up by the French Revolution; pot even her relative residing in her house, whose husband w~s beheaded by the guillotine, moved her to interpret the Revolution. Yet Pride and Prejudice is not merely a mild satire on manners but, as we have seen, hands down a social verdict. The satire in the novel on social institutions hardly ripples the surface, ~ut the currents. underneath are powerfuL If the conclusion of the novel makes clear that Elizabeth accepts class relationships as valid, it becomes equally clear that Darcy, through Elizabeth's genius for treating all people with respect for-their natural dignity, is reminded that institutions are not an en<;l in themselves but are intended to serve the end of human happii1ess.
If Elizabeth is not a Leveller, intent on levelling all classes, it is nevertheless interesting to observe how much the spirit of the great seventeenthcentury Levellers has entered into her mind. Modern democracy was forged, as we know, in the fiery furnace of the Cromwellian revolution. The noblest words ever spoken for clemocracy came from the famous Putney Debates in which the question was raised whether property should be a qualification for voting. Rainborough, a Leveller, declared: "For really I think that the poorest he that is in England hath a life to live, as the greatest he." 23 Rainborough was defeated and the property qualification remained. The steady growth, however, of the franchise in England hears witness to the fact that Leveller ideas of respect for natural human dignity have never failed to inspire English political thinking. Perhaps this is merely another wa·y of pointing to the English genius for bringing about the most revolutionary changes in the mildest way possible. The compromise effected between Elizabeth and Darcy represents the same ph~nomenon, and in this sense Elizabeth is a Leveller and Darcy represen~s 22 Chap. XI, 60. 23 Quoted by A. S. P. Woodhouse, Puritant'sm and Liberty (London, 1938), 53. those in the Cromwellian group who argued for the preserv~tion of the property qualification. Elizabeth learns that we must not scorn the accumulated wisdom of past experience which has shaped during centuries the institution of class; ·Darcy, on the other hand, learns that conservatism need not be impervious to new ideas. And here, perhaps, we have the su"tficient answer to those critics of Jane Austen . who claim that she was politically and socially obtuse. ·A livelier appreciation among readers of Jane Austen's novel of the potency of the terms "art" and "nature" in the thinking of such typical eighteenth-century political writers as Burke, Rousseau, Priestley, and Paine, would make it clearer that the art-nature antithesis was an explicit intellectual formulation growing out ·of the rationalistic spirit of the age. Developed now in aesthetic discussion and now in political discussion, the terms at the bottom were the same since the century sought a universal criterion of a mean between extremes common to art and morals alike.
IV
It is perhaps already apparent how the art-nature ·antithesis is basic to the nove;l, every character and incident standing in expressive relationship to the concept. · Wickham as we have seen brings the problem of the "art, of class to a sharp focal point. But even more important to the basic scheme of the novel~ joining all its parts in a coherent whole, is the interesting paralld between Wickham and Mrs. Bennet. Mr. Bennet is intellectually superior to his fatuous wife and unhappily wedded. If we question why he married his wife in the first place, we find an exact parallel to the Eliza-beth-Wickham romance. Mr. Bennet must have responded to his wife's ((natural" charms as a young girl. But since education or breeding, . or what we may call "art," has added nothing to her natural charm, Mrs. Bennet lacks the just ~ixture of the opposing qualities of "art'' and ''nature." In exactly the same way, Elizabeth is attracted by Wickham's natural gaiety and charm. His nature, however, is impervious to breeding and gentlemanly virtue.
Obviously the point is that had Elizabeth married Wickham, her fate would have been a copy of her father's. Her married life would have been as desolate as her father,s of companionship worthy of respect.
The two hoydens, Lydia and K;:itty, are fitted into the basic scheme in a very obvious way. They are feather-brained and totally irresponsible. No amount of breeding or "art" would ever correct their natures. Only Mr. Bennet's -grim watchfulness to prevent a second catastrophe will probably save Kitty from her own natural waywardness.
Lady Catherine de Bourgh presents another variant of the class concept. ~he is born to her class, as is Darcy, but she represents merely the husk. of the doctrine of class, not its inner living spirit. Her arrogant demands that Elizabeth give up Darcy reveal that her . mind has been brutalized rather than stimulated to kindness by her ' notion of her class mission. The "art" of human relationships of which she is. a devotee has no really human bearings whatsoever. She enters into the plan of the novel in a second way by creating a parallel with Darcy. The fact of the · case clearly is· that Lady Catherine represents what Darcy might have become, his pride of class hardening into brutality, had not Darcy met Elizabeth and had he .not learned from her to soften his astringent class idealism with human kindness for people in their natural dignity.
Collins' fatuous adoration of aristocracy is acidly etched in· such a way as to expose the fault of exclusive emphasis on class with neglect of the opposite quality of "nature." He is a class-casuist who empties the ideal of any meaning.
Jane and Bingley are also related to the novel's sequence of ideas as they are determined by the art-nature antithesis. Jane and Bingley have natural compatibilities for one another. Essentially benevolent, the problem of "art" superadding to their "natural'' qualities is obviated altogether.
Duii, m,or:a,lizing M~ry is doomed to spinsterhood. She is usually omitted from most critic.al commentaries on the novel. In-fact, Barker, in his History of the English Novel, calls her a·· "missfire/' unrelated to the plot . .2 4 Actually, however, she is made to carry out the important office of introducing strategically into the novel, by way of a contrast with Elizabeth, the pple of "~rt" in the art-nature antithesis. The shallow currents which Mary sets in motion ·draw Elizabeth to powerful eddies at the centre of the novel. ' Jane Austen's consciousness of tradition and moral values is as acute as her sense of the perilous disunity of life is deep. But to the extent to which novelists of other periods have also taken as their theme the disunity created by the clash of reason and emotion, conventions and instinct, officialdom and individualism, civilization and nature, it can be argued with reason . that it is nbt essential to the· understanding of Pride and Prejudice to recognize its eighteenth-century mode. Owen Wister's The Virginian may be taken as an example. The clash between th. e prim morality of the New England school-marm, Molly Wood, and the instinct or pragmatism of the cowboy who gives the novel its title, represents, more or less, the same conflict which disturbs Elizabeth and Darcy.' The objection may be allowed to stand, yet we cannot dispense with the historical approach for the importfnt reason that it is the historical approach which lays bare the novel as an art-form_ . A comparison of Pride and Prejudice with Mrs.
Inchbold's Nature and Art (1795) will make the point clear. The eighteenth century's specific formulation of the art-nature antithesis is basic to both novels. Yet when one decants from the surface of Mrs. Inchbold's novel the art-nature ideas, one discovers-without surprise-that nothing is left, her novel is merely a tract, and there is, consequently, hardly any question of its art. The same operation on Pride and Prejudice, on the other hand, also takes everything away but, paradoxically, leaves everything behind. The historical reconstruction can indeed be separated from,and,in fact, should precede, literary criticism; otherwise, the critic may be ignorant of relevant information, unaware of changed conventions, and caught up in modern democratic prejudices. The important things are to prevent irrelevant criticism of the eighteenth century's seriously pondered theory of social_ stratification, and to note the novel's context of moral values not as students of moral philosophy (this could be studied as well or even better in Mrs. Inchbold's tract) but as art critics; i.e., to note the appropriateness of the eighteenth .century's favorite art-reason dialectic to a specific satirical method which finds its fictional types now dialectically separated at extremes and now dialectically brought together in a mean of behaviour _ between extremes. The satirical method, that is, is predetermined by prevailing eighteenth-century intellectual assumptions, preconceptions, and moral sanctions in a way unavailable to Owen Wister's The Virginian except as the latter faintly echoes ideas first discussed with greater serious-. ness during the "enlightenment" of the eighteenth century.
